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As a pre-theoretical starting point, the term “ideal theory” in political

philosophy denotes normative theories that constitute some conceptual

model of society (or parts of it). For instance, John Rawls’s theory of

justice is an example of an ideal theory. “Non-ideal theories” are instead

simply those that are not constructed accordingly. However, as will be

made clear in the discussion below, there is no consensus on how the

two terms and their relation should be understood.

he philosophical debate on ideal and non-ideal theory is marked

by various complexities. In addition to the problems concerning how

to deûne the two terms and distinguish them from each other, political

philosophers debate the feasibility of ideal theory, its methodological

role or function, and whether normative guidance should rather be

grounded in non-ideal theories, among other things.

In this text, I provide a brief overview of two central topics in

this debate. I begin by discussing the basic conceptual ambiguities

involvedwith ideal andnon-ideal theory. hen, I account for important

criticisms of ideal theory, as well as defenses thereof.

Conceptual ambiguities

here is little agreement as to how ideal and non-ideal theory should

be understood beyond the pre-theoretical starting point above. he

notion of “ideal” theory, in the sense relevant to the present discussion,

was ûrst mentioned as a theoretical construct in Rawls’s Aheory of
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Justice (see, e.g., p. 245). However, at least to my knowledge, the ûrst

detailed discussion of it is found in Onora O’Neill’s 1987 book chapter,

“Abstraction, Idealization and Ideology in Ethics.” In what follows, I

discuss four suggestions on how the distinction between ideal and

non-ideal theory should be understood.

O’Neill takes ideal theory to be an instance of abstract reasoning.

“Abstract ethical and political theories,” O’Neillwrites in an explication

of criticismof ideal theory, “make assumptions about agency which are

not satisûed by human agents” (p. 56). In the book chapter, O’Neill de-

fends abstraction in political philosophy arguing, among other things,

that it is a both necessary and an unavoidable form of thinking. She

identiûes two kinds of abstraction.

In a ûrst sense, ideal theories build on idealizations such as, e.g.,

“moral agents are rational,” and “humans have interpersonally compa-

rable utilities.” Idealizations of this kind are constructed from features

that human beings generally share. It is of course known that particu-

lar individuals may lack one or more of these features—the point of

ideal theory, in this sense, is to construct general ideals by abstracting

away features that distinguish particular individuals from each other.

hese ideals can then be used as models in political philosophy for

explanatory purposes similarly to how mice are used as models in

science, i.e., as representations of targets.

In a second sense, O’Neill distinguishes ideal theories that are in-

herently normative, such as idealizations of how human beings (or

other agents, distributions, institutions, etc.) should be. Normative ide-

als are constructed from generalized features that aremorally desirable

or praiseworthy, such as a hypothetical person who is compassionate,

brave, and altruistic. hese ideals can also be used asmodels in political

philosophy, but for normative purposes rather than explanatory.

One example of ideal and non-ideal theory in O’Neill’s use of the

terms is Rawls’s. Following John Simmons’s interpretation (2010, pp. 7–

18), Rawls meant for “ideal theory” to designate amodel of a fully just
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state-of-affairs. One element in his conceptualization is that ideal theory

assumes strict compliance. hat is, in Rawls’s theory of justice (which

is ideal in this sense), individual beings comply with the demands of

justice. hey have a basic sense of what is just and aremoved by it as

they lead their lives in accordance with society’s institutions.

Non-ideal theories instead, on Rawls’s account, are theories that

are not marked by the assumption of strict compliance. In non-ideal

theories, peoplemay lack a sense of justice, or they comply merely to

some limited extent—or even not at all—with the demands of justice.

he purpose of non-ideal theories, in this sense, is to provide guidance

with regard to how ideals should bemet; they specify the road to justice

rather than justice itself.

Laura Valentini (2012) has proposed that the terms ideal and non-

ideal theory carry (at least) three distinct meanings in this context.

he ûrst sense corresponds to Simmons’s analysis, namely that “ideal

theory” means “full-compliance theory” (p. 654). In a second sense,

it may instead be taken to mean “utopian or idealistic theory” (ibid).

On this understanding, disagreements regarding ideal and non-ideal

theory concern feasibility and considerations of what constraints there

are or should be to normative political theory. In the third sense, “ideal

theory” means “end-state theory” while “non-ideal theory” means

“transitional theory” (ibid). Here, the debate concerns “whether a

normative political theory should aim at identifying an ideal of societal

perfection, or whether it should focus on transitional improvements

without necessarily determining what the ‘optimum’ is” (ibid).

Finally, to conclude this section on conceptual ambiguities, Alan

Hamlin and Zofia Stemplowska identify four broad approaches to the

distinction between ideal and non-ideal theory (2012, pp. 48–9): (1) Full

compliance and non-full compliance, (2) idealization and abstraction,

(3) fact-sensitivity and fact-insensitivity, (4) perfect justice (or another

value) and local improvement in justice (or another value). Any theory

in political philosophy can be analyzed in either of these dimensions,
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although Hamlin and Stemplowska find implausible categorical dis-

tinctions between ideal and non-ideal theories focusing on only single

dimensions (p. 49). Taken together, they call this “a theory of ideals.”

In addition to their theory of ideals, Hamlin and Stemplowska

suggest that there is a continuum of ideal and non-ideal theory “con-

cernedwith the identiûcation of social arrangements thatwill promote,

instantiate, honour or otherwise deliver on the relevant ideals” (p. 53).

he continuum marks the degree of feasibility of a theory, where the

ideal end is “Panglossian” (p. 56), i.e., very optimistic with regard to

the theory’s practical viability, and the non-ideal end is “realist.” hus,

on Hamlin and Stemplowska’s understanding, the debate on ideal and

non-ideal theory is multi-dimensional concerning what a particular

normative political theory is actually about (as per their theory of

ideals) and sensitive to the degree of feasibility of it.

Criticisms and defenses of ideal theory

Amartya Sen (2006) argued famously against ideal theory starting

from the question, “what do we want from a theory of justice?” Sen

does not phrase his arguments in the terminology described above.

Instead, he uses the term “transcendental” to denoteRawls’s theoretical

approach, which is to identify “perfectly just societal arrangements”

(p. 216). he upshot of Sen’s arguments is that ideal (or transcendental)

theory cannot “address questions about advancing justice and compare

alternative proposals for having amore just society” (p. 218).

More speciûcally, Sen argues ûrst that ideal theory does not suõce

to ground judgments between alternative outcomes in a non-ideal

world. An ideal theory such as Rawls’s, for instance, does not account

for “(1) diòerent ûelds of departure, (2) varying dimensionalities of

transgressions within the same general ûeld, and (3) diverse ways of

weighing separate infractions” (p. 219). One answer to Sen’s original

question is thus that we want a theory of justice to be able to take into
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account and provide normative guidance with regard to the contextual

circumstances in any particular justice-related case.

Secondly, Sen argues that ideal theory is not necessary to ground

such judgments (pp. 221–2). Two alternative outcomes in a non-ideal

world can be internally ranked in moral terms without reference to a

moral ideal. In anoften-cited illustration, Senwrites thatwe donotneed

to know that Everest is the tallest mountain in theworld to compare the

heights of Kanchenjunga andMont Blanc (p. 222). Likewise, we do not

need to know what ideal justice is to tell which one of two (or more)

alternative states is more just. herefore, in Sen’s view, ideal theory is

neither sufficient nor necessary in political philosophy.

Other criticisms of ideal theory include, among other things, the

views that ideal theory is ideological (Mills 2005), ineffective (Farrelly

2007), and uninformative ormisleading (Wiens 2015). Jacob Levy (2016)

has formulated the perhaps most categorical denial of ideal theory in

an article suggestively titled, “here Is No Such hing as Ideal heory.”

In a defense of ideal theory, Erman andMöller (2013) reject three

charges against ideal theory, namely that ideal theory is impossible,

distorting, and not action-guiding. he charge that ideal theory is

impossible rests on the basic assumption in moral philosophy that

“ought implies can” and the observation that political ideals cannot be

reached. herefore, the argument goes, ideal theory cannot ground

ought-claims. Erman andMöller responds to it by noting that there

is a diòerence between something being on the one hand unlikely or

practically impossible, and on the other hand actually impossible. Only

political ideals that are actually impossible are vulnerable to the charge.

he charge that ideal theory is distorting builds on the argument

that ideals fail to account for how the world actually is. heoretical

ideals do not include real power structures, and “depicts human agency

and social institutions in unrealistic ways” (Erman andMöller 2013,

p. 40). herefore, the argument goes, ideal theory lacks the conceptual

tools needed to ground ought-claims. Erman andMöller argue that
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the charge is unsubstantiated. It does not follow from the fact that

a theoretical ideal is not characterized by all the properties of the

real world that the ideal obscures those properties or fails to provide

guidance with regard to them.

Finally, the charge that ideal theory is not action-guiding comes in

two types. he ûrst is epistemological. According to it, ideal theory

provides less knowledge than non-ideal theory about what should be

done in practice. Erman andMöller discuss various versions of the

epistemological charge. However, their response to the charges as a

group can be summarized in two sentences: Political ideals do not

provide full knowledge with regard to action-guidance, but this is not

a problem. Ideal theory acknowledges that practical judgments must

bemade in particular cases, it is amistake to expect complete a priori

guidance from political ideals (pp. 27–32).

he second charge is psychological. Ideals are not immediately

directed at the complexities and diõculties of the real world, but only

concerns hypothetical states that are distant from ordinary people’s

everyday experiences (p. 32). herefore, the argument goes, ideal

theory is less motivating for real agents than non-ideal theory. Erman

andMöller responds that if the charge is true, which it is not obvious

that it is (pp. 33–4), ideal theorists “are not ignorant about the need, in

our society, for extra-moral motivators” (p. 36). hat is, it may not be

the case that ideal theory should provide ordinary people with moral

motivation—that might be someone else’s job.

Other defenses of ideal theory include Valentini (2017). In her

book chapter, titled “he Case for Ideal heory,” Valentini argues that

criticism of ideal theory’s use of idealization and its insensitivity to

feasibility constraints only succeed in a limited number of cases, and

that the charge of “excessive idealism” carries littleweight, if any. here

have also been attempts to re-formulate ideal theories in non-ideal

terms. For instance,Marcus Arvan (2014) has re-constructed Rawls’s
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“original position,” i.e., the thought example of a veil of ignorance and

its theoretical role in justice as fairness, as a non-ideal position.

Concluding remarks

To summarize, there are various conceptual ambiguities involved with

the terms ideal and non-ideal theory. Most broadly construed, the term

“ideal theory” in political philosophy denotes normative theories that

constitute some conceptual model of society (or parts of it), whereas

“non-ideal theories” are instead simply those that are not constructed

accordingly. However, there is no consensus on how to understand

and distinguish the two terms.

Furthermore, ideal theory has been criticized on various accounts.

Among other things, it has been argued that it is both insufficient and

unnecessary to ground normative judgments. However, there are also

noteworthy defenses of ideal theory. As political philosophy has taken

a “methodological turn” in recent years (Valentini 2017), the debate

between proponents and opponents of ideal theory is likely to continue.
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